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What's New in the?

InfoPro is a comprehensive
free-form information
manager that aims to
provide you with the perfect
blend between what a
database manager and a
word processor would offer
you, in one single package.
User-friendly task manager
with a streamlined workflow
In other words, InfoPro is a
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piece of software created to
help better organize tasks
by offering you the means to
handle pieces of data from
to-do lists all the way up to
complex notes. The
application follows a simple
and surprise-free
installation process, while
its usage resembles
standard word processors
and should not pose any
kind of difficulty, even for
users with little computer
experience. Every feature
you need to keep organized
can be found in the toolbar
The utility's main window
offers you direct access to
most of the app's features,
many of them found on the
all-encompassing toolbar.
While most features are



within arm's reach, working
for long periods with this
app could prove to be a bit
tiring for your eyes, as its
interface might seem a bit
cluttered and its icons a tad
too small. As far as its word
processing capabilities are
concerned, you should not
be worried, as InfoPro packs
almost everything you
would need from an app of
this sort. You can format
your text in a bunch of
different ways, add tables,
edit fonts and even add
metadata. Packs word
processing and basic
database management
features In addition, the
utility also comes with a
syntax highlighting engine,
support for extensive bullets



and numbering, as well as
the ability to embed OLE
objects. Also, InfoPro makes
it possible for you to define
your own page settings,
compress your files into ZIP
archives for backup and
restore your information
using them. Besides its
obvious word processing
functionality, InfoPro comes
with integrated file search,
print preview with PDF
support, extensive import
facilities and basic picture
editing capabilities. A very
approachable and quite
different information
manager As a conclusion,
InfoPro is a streamlined and
efficient piece of software
that aims to break free from
the pattern of most apps of



this sort by providing
database management
capabilities and word
processing features,
alongside an open
environment that does not
limit you in any way. ]]> 11
Dec 2019 03:22:46
GMTReginre: infopro-
information-
manager2116992 ]]>



System Requirements:

PC: Minimum: OS: Windows
XP Service Pack 3
Processor: Intel Pentium 4
CPU Memory: 512MB RAM
Recommended: Processor:
Intel Pentium 4 3.0 GHz
Memory: 1GB RAM DVD:
Video: Audio: Additional
Requirements: Wireless
Internet Connection Game
Console: Game Console:
Xbox 360 General
Requirements: Internet
connection required for
online play and
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